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Thread starter john Start date Jun 26, Any of you T guys out there tell me where to find the horn
relay on this truck. I'vlooked everywhere and i can not find it. I already looked under the hood in
that fuse block and the one in the truck on the driver side fuse panel. All the fuses are good.
Thats all i see. Do you guy know where its located on a T Do you guys know where it is.
Possable, on the steering wheel or under the dash by the firewall. I don't know. Need your help.
Last edited by a moderator: Jun 27, TruckRider Mechanic Posts. Your horn relay might be
located under the hood in the black box that also houses the fuses and relays for your whole
car.. Yea thanks, i checked all the fuses under the hood and in the truck, there is no horn relay
anywhere listed, in those 2 places. I checked under the dash and all i found was the flasher
relay and fuel pump relay. Don't know where the horn relay can be. Look all over the truck.
TruckRider said:. Here are some catalog lookups and they have some pretty good diagrams on
here that will help you find it and buy it if you need a replacement. Yes i saw that online and in a
book, the problem is i can not find the horn relay anywhere to change it out. The auto parts guy
near my house also told me its under the hood and there isn't anything i can find. Any idea's are
welcome. Im pulling out my hair with this one. Did the horn used to work and now it does not?
Or did it never work since you have owned it? If the truck is new to you, then maybe there is no
horn? Could it be possible that someone put air-horns or something in and they removed it
before you got it? Just a thought. Most of the time the horn is up in the engine bay, it's possible
that it's tucked away somewhere between the grill and the body Not sure I've had to ever swap
out a horn before. Yes the horn always did work for the past 2 years i'v owned it. No add ons.
My auto parts guy said its in the engine compartment, but i can not find it anywhere. This is my
second T and never had a hron issue before. Today i checked the other relays and found most
everything else but the horn relay. Any help on this issue is much needed-- thanks toyotafan
said:. This is bizzare. Can you check to see if your hazards are working? However, one some
other EWDs it's showing something different and I think maybe if you have a power antenna do
you have a power antenna? If nothing else, you can short it and maybe try to hear the relay
clicking. After several calls to toyota, the parts guy at the shop looked it up, he said its inside
the truck by the fuses, not under the hood. So ill see what happens. ToyotaTruckTrends said:. I
got some advice back from the guys that I wrote into, they have a different view on the whole
subject. Here is the first email I got from them. They have a network at work where they can't get
on the internet. I just goggled this part number and found quite a few images of the relay to help
identify it, I also see that there are a couple images that show the location on the fuse block.
Because I do not have the ability to link up with the thread, I am going to assume that all of the
basics have been checked into first, making sure that no debris is packed into the horns, that
the connections are good, and that the horns have been hot tested to make sure that they are
working to begin with. I hope this information is helpful, and I am happy to assist with these
sorts of things when I can. Regards, David Harvey. I have attached a picture of exactly, where
the horn relay is. I have also attached what is a more likely solution to the horn issue. There is a
pin in the steering wheel that wears out and no longer makes contact. I have attached both
pictures. There is a link below to purchase the pin. Let me know if you need anything else.
LoveTaco New Member Posts. It was a real pain in ass to get at. Also found 2 other problems
with the horn. One was a broken wire in a wiring harness under the dask, and the other problem
is the clock spring is no good. So the simple fix was to by pass the regular horn swith in the
steering wheel. My brother in law and i put a push switch on the dash board, and it works just
fine. That way the truck will pass inspection. Toyota wants alot of money for part and labor to fix
the problem. Just way to much money for me. If the truck was newer maybe i'd spend the
money, but not for Last edited: Aug 6, That's great thanks for the updates, me too I don't want to
spend a lot of money on old cars.. You must log in or register to reply here. Related Content
You Might Like:. A flash of yellow whips through your peripheral field of vision, as a taxicab
screeches into a downshift in front of you. The driver flips you a hand signal rooted in antiquity
as he blithely makes a right turn from the third lane, forcing you to slam on the brakes. There's
only one appropriate response--you slam your palm against the center of the steering wheel to
audibly signal your displeasure with the hackie's driving, personal hygiene and relationship
with his mother. But your horn doesn't blow. A sound more akin to the utterings of a dyspeptic
goat emanates from your grille for a few seconds--then silence. Your horn is broken. The
moment is gone. And your mood sours even further. This Has Got To Stop Actually, blowing
your horn as a sign of sheer displeasure is totally inappropriate. The cab driver will undoubtedly
continue to drive dangerously despite any message you might have delivered. Some

municipalities prohibit blowing a horn within the city limits unless there's a traffic situation that
genuinely requires it--if not, you may get a ticket. But horns do have more purpose than letting
your teenage son signal to his date that he's waiting in the driveway. A brief tootle can gain the
attention of a pedestrian about to step off a curb without looking, and may be the best way to
get the attention of that soccer mom driving a pound SUV while talking on her cellphone and
looking in the rearview mirror at her whining kids. The horn is required equipment by law--you'll
need to get it fixed or you may not be able to pass inspection. A zealous police officer may even
find it appropriate to write you a citation if your horn isn't functioning properly. In our scenario,
the horn blew for a few seconds at reduced volume. This means that the circuitry that feeds the
horn with 12 volts is alive and well. Most vehicles actually have two horns, wired to sound at the
same time. They usually will be of a different pitch, sounding a chord instead of a single note.
Some luxury cars use three horns for a more complex, melodious sound. The horns generally
are mounted to the radiator core support or somewhere behind the vehicle's grille. A cursory
rooting around in the engine compartment should find them. If one or more horns are
inoperative, the sound will be slightly reduced and less pleasant. If you suspect one of your
horns isn't sounding, have a helper depress the horn button briefly key on while you touch the
suspected horn with your fingers. We recommend earplugs, for obvious reasons. No sound?
Remove the wiring connector, clean up the spade lugs and then reinstall them. Still nothing? If
the horn has only one wire running to it, it relies on its mounting bolt to complete the circuit to
ground. Unbolt the horn, clean up any corrosion and reinstall it. If there's still no sound, make
sure that a bad horn is indeed the problem by running a jumper wire directly to the battery
terminals. If one horn is defunct, replace it. Generally, the horn will have an imprint or a sticker
identifying it as a High or Low tone. To preserve the OEM horn character, you'll need an exact
replacement. This will ensure that the horn's frequency pitch will be the same. If you're not
fussy, any universal replacement will work, although the mounting may not be the same and
you'll have to adapt it. Not so much as a squeak from either or any of the horns? Then the
problem lies elsewhere in the wiring. Now's the time to check the fuse, which probably is buried
in the bottom of the dashboard, the driver's kick panel or under the hood--or almost anywhere
on the front half of the vehicle if it's not in one of those obvious places. Check the owner's
manual for the location of the fuse box and of the specific fuse. If it looks like the metal strip
inside the fuse has failed, replace it with one of the same amperage rating. Once in a blue moon,
fuses will seem to fail for no apparent reason. If the fuse is bad, odds are you've got a problem
that will make it blow again, sooner or later. The horns are usually mounted behind the grille
and in front of the radiator, although they may be to one side, higher or lower. Now you'll need a
volt test light or a voltmeter. You also should find a shop manual or, at the very least, a
schematic diagram of the horn circuit. Start by testing for 12 volts at the connector to the horn.
One side of the circuit is carried by the car's metal frame, so you'll need to check between a
good ground point and the wiring connector for the horn. If there's no voltage at the connector,
try checking the horn relay. The horn relay switches a large current to the horns at a signal from
the low-current horn button in the steering wheel. It's a simple, inexpensive single-pole
single-throw SPST relay, packaged in a small metal or plastic box with five spade-lug
connectors. If you're unlucky, your vehicle uses a relay that's integrated into a larger box of
sparks that also controls several other functions on your car, such as the headlights or the turn
signals. This part is considerably more expensive. Consult the shop manual for the location of
the relay, as it, like the fuse box, may be hidden almost anywhere underhood or under the
dash--and not necessarily near the fuse box. A simple SPST relay will have a constant supply of
12 volts to it, a lead that runs through the harness to the horn, another lead that runs to the horn
switch in the wheel, and a ground. Check that voltage is coming into the relay and leaving it
when the switch is pushed. If it's not, try grounding the lead that goes to the horn button to
make the relay pull in. If the horn sounds, the relay is good but the horn button or its wiring is
bad. You may be able to simply replace the relay if it's the problem. Otherwise, you'll need to do
some serious detective work to chase down the open circuit. Every late-model car has an airbag
camped in the middle of the steering wheel. This airbag, if improperly handled, can expand with
lethal force. Even the static from dragging your clothing across the seat can set it off. And the
horn button or buttons is generally attached to the top of the airbag shroud. That means you
should get a trained technician to remove the airbag for you and then reinstall it after your horn
has been fixed. He can test the airbag system to be sure it will go off when it's supposed to and
not go off when it's not. The airbag must be removed to access the slip rings or clock spring
that carries voltage up the rotating steering column from the relay to the horn button. If you
need to access this, we recommend you leave the job to a service technician who has training
and service manuals detailing the correct procedures. Incidentally, a horn that intermittently
blows on its own generally is caused by a bad clock spring that shorts out to ground randomly.

The horn relay steps up the low current from the horn button to the higher current needed by
the horns. The clock spring allows the wheel to turn in circles while still making an electrical
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upgrade or use an alternative browser. Horn Relay. Thread starter Flinny Start date May 29,
Watchers 0. I have a 79 pick up that I am having issues with the horn. I need to know where the
horn relay is located! I'm pretty sure there's no horn relay, but it is a switched ground system,
which can be confusing. The most common problem is the switch in the wheel stops making
contact because the brass contact wears to the point that the spring can't push hard enough
against the ring. There is a link about this in the FAQ thread. Good luck Maria, and show us
some pics of your ride if you get the chance! The problem started one day that the horn would
not stop. I disconnected the cables from the horn and now i have no idea have to put them back,
since I tried all the ways possible and no luck. The horn is not working You pulled the wires off
of the horn its self? It should be just 2 connectors, one power in and one power out Have you
checked to see if you have voltage in and out of the horn? If so then the problem is most likely
in the steering wheel, where a few things can go wrong. Joined Oct 7, Messages 11, Location
Too far north. Too far east. I'm with Jerod. I looked at the EPC and I didn't see a horn relay for
your truck. Look for voltage at the horn connector. My guess is you have something broken on
one of the horn buttons on the steering wheel, or the horn contact has issues. If you have
voltage at the horn pull the steering wheel off and see if it goes away. Also, take off the cover on
the steering wheel. IMO the stock horn is wimpy, and quite pathetic. Oh, also Maria, a sticking
horn will be caused by the contacts in the cover. Now each horn has 2 connectors What I am
missing??? There is another cable near the battery that I dont know what is for Should I be
getting power to the cables in the steering wheel? There is 2 green cables connecting to each
side, but none of them have any power. Is there power at any of the wires that go to the horns?
If there is, but no power at the steering wheel then the horns could be bad How's the rust on
your truck? There is power to one of the cables that goes to the horn. I guess it may be a the
cable that goes to the steering wheel, since i dont have nay power there. Here is a pic of the
truck. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Need horn help! Replies 7 Views
Jul 7, gnob. Replies 2 Views Jan 24, mudderfather. Replies 28 Views 2K. Jan 3, Will Van. Replies
38 Views 1K. Apr 8, Mark Lingo. Back Window Ground - Gen1 4R. Replies 11 Views Feb 20,
rustED Users who are viewing this thread. Log in Your username or email address. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. Having trouble using the Discussion Forums? Contact us for help.
Click here for more information. Update my browser now. The fuse is good and the horn itself is
good but i cant seem to find any power anyplace else. Do these have a horn relay if so where is
it? Does any body have a wiring schematic for the horn circuit? If so it would be greatly
appreciated if you could email it to loewen12 at hotmail dot com. Thank you very much in
advance. Post a Reply Report this post. Showing items 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort messages by:

Newest first Oldest first. Some of the Toyota counterbalances I look after came with the 2nd
horn button factory fitted. To be sure, our Toyota and Komatsu trucks with the 2 separate horn
buttons, were built at the respective factories by the OEMs. Please always be sure the repair
you make meets "industry standards" and is at least as safe as the OEM repair that uses parts
at least as safe as OEM parts. Yes, the horn is a safety device. Not just applicable to Toyota
brand either. All safety devices need to be maintained in the OEM configuration to assure the
operators can habituate themselves to the exact location of the controls for the safety device.
Moving a horn button to a location different than the OEM placement removes the reflex action
taken by the operator to sound the horn from being the correct action when a situation
suddenly pops up where the horn should be sounded. This becomes even more critical in a
large fleet of forklifts where an operator might work for weeks without driving the same forklift
twice. Moving the location of a horn control button?? Might be "legal", but it is not smart. That
second button is there as a supplemental horn button or auxiliary horn button to assure the
truck horn can still be used until our shop addresses the report of an OEM steering wheel horn
button inoperative. Our policy is that BOTH horn buttons must be in working order at all times,
or place the truck out of service. Horns not working is as bad as brakes not working with regard
to how we address the issue at our shop. We want a truck with an inoperative horn placed out of
service and presented to our shop ASAP when it is discovered. Some operators are good about
complying, others would rather pass the buck to the guy on the next shift. We have assigned
operators that do a daily inspection of all the forklifts to augment the required pre-trip
inspection the individual operators are "supposed to do". OK, rant over. L1ftmech - nice to see
someone following Toyota's service instructions. I to have never had a horn contact ring fail
either. To be cheap, I always just clean up the areas of high resistance that develop on the two
metal discs which are held onto the steering wheel with 3 screws each. Remove the two discs
and buff every place where contact is made and problem solved. Still have the horn button in
the center of the steering wheel on every forklift. No hunting for it when you need it. To be
cheap, we just put a regular push button on the side of the steering column using the horn
wiring in the column. Horn works with the pu
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sh of the button If you take the steering wheel off you will see there is contact brushes that can
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